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Introducing Ariane’s New Cutlery Collection – a symphony of sophistication 
curated exclusively for the hospitality sector, HoReCa industry, and discerning 
chefs. Ariane’s New Cutlery Collection is not just about utensils; it’s a culinary 
companion, elevating every dish and dining occasion with a perfect blend 
of aesthetics and functionality. The shape and structure of each series 
are meticulously crafted to meet the demanding standards of the HoReCa 
industry with an emphasis on strength and durability. 

We ensure that these collections are not just tools but companions in the 
culinary journey of chefs and the dining experience of the HoReCa sector. 
Whether it’s the sleek lines of Nova or the intricate details of Corbett, each 
series is designed with the dynamic and high-paced nature of the hospitality 
sector in mind, catering to chefs and establishments that prioritize both style 
and resilience while maintaining its aesthetic allure.
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Serenity

Ditch the dinnertime duds because Serenity cutlery is so fresh it should come with a “just 
launched” label, making it the ideal choice for the HoReCa Industry. Made from steel that’s 
tougher & Shinier than your average critic, this collection is an ergonomic dream, fitting 
into hands like a celebrity into a first-class seat.

They don’t call it serenity for nothing; these beauties stay sharp enough to dissect culinary 
trends, meeting the high-performance expectations of chefs in professional kitchens.

Enhance your tablescape beyond “flatware.” This is cutlery with charisma, the kind that 
sparks compliments quicker than a perfectly chilled amuse-bouche, ensuring a stylish 
presentation in upscale culinary venues.
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    194.30mm
SERE130ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH    212.00mm
SERE130ARN105

CAKE SERVER

LENGTH    247.00mm
SERE130ARN114

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH    180.00mm
SERE130ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH    146.00mm
SERE125ARN109

SODA SPOON

LENGTH    212.00mm
SERE125ARN111

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH    191.00mm
SERE130ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH    211.00mm
SERE380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH    213.00mm
SERE130ARN104

Serenity 18/10
GAUGE 3.00mm
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Alicia

Forget bulky, old-fashioned cutlery. Alicia sets your table aglow with a modern flair. Imagine, 
gleaming stainless-steel curves, perfectly balanced in your hands, providing chefs with the 
precision and elegance they crave in their culinary tools. Each bite feels refined, elegant, 
adding a touch of luxury to the meals prepared by skilled hands across the hospitality sector.

Crafted from premium 18/10 stainless steel, Alicia isn’t just beautiful, it’s strong, durable and 
built to withstand the demands of a professional kitchen. Dishwasher safe, it shines on, even 
after countless meals.

No need for fussy patterns. Alicia’s clean lines and perfect shapes are simply timeless 
elevating the dining experience in high-end establishments and reflecting the exquisite taste 
of chefs who demand the best. 

Don’t just eat, soak in the experience! Immerse yourself into Alicia’s fine craftsmanship and 
unlock the beauty of everyday dining. 
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH  190.00mm
ALIC130ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH   210.00mm
ALIC130ARN105

TEA SPOON

LENGTH  150.00mm
ALIC125ARN109

BABY SPOON

LENGTH   180.00mm
ALIC125ARN106

BABY FORK

LENGTH   170.00mm
ALIC125ARN107

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH   184.50mm
ALIC130ARN108

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH   191.50mm
ALIC130ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH   205.00mm
ALIC370ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH   210.00mm
ALIC130ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 3.00mmAlicia
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Corbett

Bid farewell to mundane utensils; Corbett transforms your dining scene into a narrative of 
indulgence tailored for the discerning tastes of the hospitality sector and chefs. 
Every piece is a tale of opulence, with handles that speak the language of luxury in hushed 
tones, bringing an exquisite touch to the dining experience in premium culinary settings. 

The mirror shine: A commitment to timeless elegance that stands the test of trends. The 
curves of Corbett - Imagine them as the sun-kissed slopes, gracefully intertwining with your 
hands in a dance of comfort and design, providing chefs with both style and functionality in 
their culinary presentation.

This isn’t merely dinnerware; it’s a sensory journey, an experience that transcends the 
ordinary. Let your tablescape become the storyteller, with Corbett as the captivating plot 
twist, adding a touch of sophistication and artistry to the culinary creations served by chefs 
in the hospitality sector. 
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    180.00mm
CORB135ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH     208.00mm
CORB140ARN105

SODA SPOON

LENGTH     194.50mm
CORB130ARN111

CAKE FORK

LENGTH   147.200mm
CORB130ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH     178.20mm
CORB135ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH     144.70mm
CORB130ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH     120.00mm
CORB125ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH     180.00mm
CORB135ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH     210.00mm
CORB380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH     205.80mm
CORB140ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 3.50mmCorbett
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Maverick

Forget playing it safe. Your restaurant deserves cutlery that’s as bold and stylish as your menu. 
Introducing Maverick, the Ariane Cutlery collection that’s just like its namesake - iconic, confident, 
and always ready to impress.

Unleash culinary rebellion with Maverick Cutlery – the rebels of the kitchenware kingdom! Crafted 
with the audacity to stand out, Maverick flaunts solid boldness and a sharp demeanor that’ll have 
your restaurant rocking on the cutting edge.

Maverick, a collection as independent as your chef’s spirit, carving its own path through the sea 
of mediocrity. Feel the weight of excellence in your hands, slicing through doubts and dicing 
through the competition.

Equip your kitchen with Maverick – because in a world of ordinary cutlery, be the chef that dares 
to be different!
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH     194.30mm
MAVE135ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH     215.00mm
MAVE135ARN105

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH     176.00mm
MAVE130ARN112

CAKE FORK

LENGTH     160.00mm
MAVE130ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH      187.20mm
MAVE135ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH     160.00mm
MAVE130ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH     121.80mm
MAVE130ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH      191.50mm
MAVE135ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH     205.00mm
MAVE380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH      218.00mm
MAVE135ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 3.50mmMaverick
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Lilac

Meet “Lilac” – your restaurant’s secret ingredient for flair! Delicate yet durable, these cutlery 
pieces are like culinary couture. Picture a fork so chic, it’s practically a catwalk model for 
your plate. 

The knife? It’s the VIP pass to easy slicing, no drama. And the spoons? Pure satisfaction in 
every scoop. 

Lilac isn’t just cutlery; it’s your taste revolution. Ditch the dull, and let your tables groove with 
these lilac-tinted charmers. 

Your customers deserve more than basics; they deserve a tasteful rendezvous with style. Up 
your dining game – Lilac is where the party’s at!
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Lil
ac DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH  187.00mm
LILA135ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH   209.00mm
LILA135ARN105

TEA SPOON

LENGTH   141.00mm
LILA130ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH   110.00mm
LILA125ARN110

SODA SPOON

LENGTH  210.00mm
LILA130ARN111

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH   180.50mm
LILA130ARN112

BABY SPOON

LENGTH   165.00mm
LILA130ARN106

BABY FORK

LENGTH   165.00mm
LILA130ARN107

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH   178.50mm
LILA135ARN108

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH   187.00mm
LILA135ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH   217.00mm
LILA370ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH   220.00mm
LILA135ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 3.50mmLilac
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Prantij

Picture this: gleaming silverware adorned with an intricate, all-round and shapely, each 
piece generous in size yet effortlessly elegant. It’s a beautiful juxtaposition – a nod to 
tradition with a modern twist. 

Like its namesake, Prantij exudes sophistication, tailored for those with an appreciation 
for culinary excellence, making it perfect for creating a memorable dining experience in 
various gourmet settings within the hospitality sector.

Don’t settle for a dull performance. Bring Prantij onto your team and experience silverware 
that scores top marks on both style and substance. Every bite will be a celebration of 
quality and class, leaving your guests wanting more. So, raise the bar for your tableware – 
choose the exquisite, Prantij!
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Pra
nt
ij DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH     192.60mm
PRAN135ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH     207.60mm
PRAN135ARN105

SODA SPOON

LENGTH     192.30mm
PRAN135ARN111

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH     169.20mm
PRAN130ARN112

CAKE FORK

LENGTH     155.50mm
PRAN130ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH     182.00mm
PRAN135ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH     156.00mm
PRAN130ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH     115.00mm
PRAN130ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH     192.00mm
PRAN135ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH     211.60mm
PRAN380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH     204.90mm
PRAN135ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 3.50mmPrantij
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Ivy

Ivy, the VIP of cutlery – it’s like the fancy Harvard for your restaurant’s utensils, tailored to 
exceed the refined tastes and expectations of culinary professionals and connoisseurs alike! 
These utensils are a masterpiece, seamlessly blending reliability with a captivating dazzle!

Your guests are wowed by Ivy’s dainty designs, making every bite a red-carpet moment 
thereby elevating the exquisite craftsmanship of chefs across the hospitality sector. It’s not 
just cutlery; it’s a culinary sidekick, turning your dishes into timeless masterpieces!

Don’t let your restaurant settle for cutlery that’s so last season. Shine your dining game with 
Ivy – because your guests deserve a standing ovation and your utensils deserve a spotlight! 
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Iv
y DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    184.00mm
IVYY140ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH    209.00mm
IVYY145ARN105

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH    165.00mm
IVYY135ARN112

CAKE FORK

LENGTH    152.00mm
IVYY135ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH    176.00mm
IVYY140ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH    138.00mm
IVYY135ARN109

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH    183.00mm
IVYY140ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH    201.00mm
IVYY380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH    209.00mm
IVYY145ARN104

SODA SPOON

LENGTH    192.00mm
IVYY135ARN111

18/10
GAUGE 4.00mmIvy
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Chelsea

Introducing Chelsea, the cutlery collection that goes the extra mile, just like your culinary 
creations. Dazzling with intricate details, each piece features a stunning thread decoration 
that symbolizes unity and passion, creating an elegant touch for the hospitality sector and 
chefs who value precision and style.

Forget flimsy knives! Chelsea’s knives are meticulously crafted from a single piece of steel, 
guaranteeing enduring sharpness and precision, aligning with the exacting standards of 
culinary artisans in the professional kitchen. Choose Chelsea, and let your guests savor the 
taste of culinary excellence - one bite at a time. Every bite will be memorable and precious, 
leaving your guests wanting more and enhancing the dining experience. Don’t settle for 
mediocrity; bring home the silverware with Chelsea and elevate your culinary presentation 
and service to new heights across the hospitality sector.
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    190.00mm
CHEL140ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH    207.00mm
CHEL145ARN105

SODA SPOON

LENGTH    180.00mm
CHEL130ARN111

CAKE FORK

LENGTH    151.10mm
CHEL130ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH    181.50mm
CHEL140ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH    143.00mm
CHEL130ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH    113.80mm
CHEL125ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH    190.00mm
CHEL140ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH    216.00mm
CHEL380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH    207.00mm
CHEL145ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 4.00mmChelsea
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Nova

Nova is the cutlery collection that’s sharper than your kitchen banter! These utensils aren’t 
just tools; they’re the dark and handsome heroes of your restaurant– strong, stylish, and 
stealing the show. From slicing through veggies to stirring up a storm, Nova is your kitchen’s 
leading man. It’s not just about setting the table; it’s about setting the vibe

Get ready for rave reviews, because who said cutlery can’t have a blockbuster personality?

Spice up your kitchen with the ultimate utensil heartthrob and make every meal a star-
studded affair!

Every bite will be an unforgettable performance. Don’t settle for the ordinary, make your table 
sing with Nova.
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DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    195.00mm
NOVA140ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH    215.00mm
NOVA145ARN105

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH    168.00mm
NOVA135ARN112

CAKE FORK

LENGTH    149.00mm
NOVA135ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH    177.20mm
NOVA140ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH    148.00mm
NOVA135ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH    118.80mm
NOVA130ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH    195.00mm
NOVA140ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH    214.00mm
NOVA380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH    215.00mm
NOVA145ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 4.00mmNova
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Aria

Say no to cookie-cutter cutlery. Let your guests feast their eyes on Aria, a culinary masterpiece 
designed with the discerning tastes of the hospitality sector and chefs in mind. Plates adorned 
with culinary masterpieces, complemented by the timeless elegance of Aria. Its name, meaning 
“air” in Italian, reflects the collection’s light, graceful design. Each piece feels smooth and 
substantial, a concerto of classic lines and subtle detailing.

But Aria isn’t just a pretty face for the dining table; it’s crafted with Ariane’s renowned artistry, 
combining beauty with brawn to meet the rigorous standards of a professional kitchen. The 
finish creates a shield against scratches and wear, ensuring Aria looks flawless year after year, 
even in the demanding environment of a restaurant kitchen. The secret lies in forged steel 
blades, honed to perfection, delivering effortless slicing that never disappoints in the hands of 
skilled chefs.

And because time is precious in the fast-paced world of culinary arts, Aria cleans up beautifully 
in the dishwasher, meeting the practical needs of chefs who strive for excellence in both 
presentation and efficiency. Plus, the sleek storage box keeps your masterpiece collection safe 
and sound. So, impress your guests, not just with your culinary artistry, but with the impeccable 
style of Aria. 
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Aria
DESSERT SPOON

LENGTH    185.00mm
ARIA150ARN101

TABLE FORK

LENGTH    205.00mm
ARIA150ARN105

BUTTER SPREADER

LENGTH    168.50mm
ARIA140ARN112

CAKE FORK

LENGTH    154.50mm
ARIA140ARN113

SOUP SPOON

LENGTH    179.00mm
ARIA150ARN108

TEA SPOON

LENGTH    150.00mm
ARIA140ARN109

MOCCA SPOON

LENGTH    111.00mm
ARIA135ARN110

DESSERT FORK

LENGTH    185.00mm
ARIA150ARN102

DESSERT KNIFE

LENGTH    209.00mm
ARIA380ARN103

TABLE SPOON

LENGTH    204.00mm
ARIA150ARN104

18/10
GAUGE 5.00mm
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www.arianefineporcelain.com


